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DESIGN FOR A THREE TON JIB CRANE FOR THE FOUNDRY
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.
Due to the increased railroad industry t shipping, and manufaol-
ure of iron and steel in the past few years, the demand for cranes
of various designs has become so great that the attention of several
large concerns is now devoted solely to the manufacture of hoisting
machinery
.
The books desriptive of cranes are few and by reason of
improvements which have been effected they do not contain informa-
tion concerning the most recent practice. The best information
on modern practice which I was able to obtain was from various
catalogues published by American manufacturers of cranes and
hoisting machinery as a means of advertising their products, also
from articles in the recent technical periodicals.
TYPE OF CRANE.
Ill deciding upon the type of crane required, the nature of
. its duties must of course receive the first consideration, also
the character of the power to use. The crane in consideration
is to be placed in the foundry of the University of Illinois. The
foundry room is not large, the maximum load that the crane will
ever be required to lift ill not be more than five or six thousand
pounds and usually much less. The work is done by students,usually
or large classes, thus help is abundant , therefore hand power is
the most economical and best adapted to the conditions. Another
equally important feature considered in this design is neatness and
general appearance.
Plate II in the complete assembled drawing showing the
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final result after carefully working out all the details required
to meet an oonpletoly an possible all the requirements.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CRANE.
Eaoh member of the frame consists, of two parts, separated
12" no an to permit the chain and block to pann between then, no
that the load can be moved clone in to the mant. The hoisting mechan-
ism in attached to the mast near its foot, and the running block,
Which carrien the load, is nuni^ended from a trolley travelling
on the jib and capable of movement in and out by means of independ-
ent gearing attached to the jib at its intersection with the mast.
The frame consists of steel channel beams, each of the members
of the frame being aomponed of two such channels. The dimennionn
are nuch as to give a high factor of nafety, and the several partn
are very securely connected at their internections by riveting.
Hoisting is effected through a train of spur glaring, oper-
ated by two cranks. It in provided with an automatic rachet and
a safety friction clutch. Thus arranged the machine in self nus -
taining and can be left at any time with the load in nunpennion
without danger of the load runnin g down or handles flying back.
The hoint is provided with two changes of speed, the change from
fast to slow speed or vice versa being controlled by simply shift-
ing the crank shaft endwise.
The load is lowered by simply turning the handles back-
ward which releases the friction discs and as noon as the back-
ward motion of the handles ntopn the dincn again become engaged
and the load in held.
Rotation in eanily effected by pulling or punning the nun-
pended load. Motion of the trolly on the jib, in either direction,
in effected by gearing operated from below, and by an endless hand
I
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chain.
THF, DESIGN
.
Before beginning the design, I examined the foundry in which
the crane was to be located and took, such measurements as were
essential in determining the principle dimensions. The crane is
to be placed near the north wall so as to occurp as little room
as possible and not to be in the way.
The lower members of the roof trusses are 16 nbove the
floor of the foundry since the jib should be 16' or 18' in length
I decided that the jib should be supported by inclined struts, and
that the upper bearing should be supported by the roof trusses
while the lower bearing rests on a solid foundation. Figure I
is a sketch shewing the location ar.d proportions of the roof
trusses
.
As the hoisting chain will be supported by a trolley contain-
ing four rollers, this will prevent the load from coming entirely
to the end of the jib, and the weight of the trolley , hoist ing
chain, bloc/ and hook will add to the weight carried by the jib.
The the maximum weight to be lifted is three tons, the maximum load
on the crane is three tons plus weight of trolley, plus weight of
hoisting chain, plus weight of hook antl block
.
Considering the
trolley rollers to be six inches in diameter and 12" from centers
of rollers, 1/2" hoisting chain and chain sheaves 6" in diameter,
a rough estimate of the weight is about 300 pounds. Thus, the
maximum load on the crane is 6300 pounds. Then the load cannot
approach closer to the end of the jib than 9". Figure
THE FRAME
.
After Making several investigations on the positions and
number of supports "or the jib, I decided that the neatest arrange-
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ment would bfl to .support the Jib in three places. One end supported
at the mast and the other two supports at the most advantageous
points,whioh are found, an follows. In oase one strut lb us -d, see
Figure 3, the most advantageous point to place the strut would be to
make >b= 1/5 a.; but an arrangement like this reqnl^s 1 ~han-
neis in the jib than look well, and a better arrangement is shown
in Figure 4. This -requires equal stresses in the jib at the danger-
ous points. Thus a » a and. a + a - 8b or b ~ 1 /c< of(ijB' - 9" . ).
/ 907"
b - 1/9 *(18' - 9" )= ^g- = 23"
a * a = 8 x 23
w
= 1B4
M
.
Therefore a = 92*
b « 2*
In order to give ample room for ail j)arts above the jib, I
decided to place the center line of the .jib 20 » below the lower
edge of roof trusses. Then I made a sketch showing, the ai^proximate
positions of pivots and cross piede to support the upper bearing
of the cra: e. See Figure 5.
I had now determined the linear dimensions of the mast and
jib. I next laid out a drawing similar to Figure 6 and made some
graphical t e sts so as to determine the positions of the member
R on L, so as to approach a uniform st-pes^ in the two members.
After several trials I decided to place them as shown in the Figure,
the center line of R intersects the center |ine of L at a point
12' 3" from the lower end.
I now made a complete graphical solution of all the stresses
in the crane with the maximum load at the greatest distance from
the mast. I considered ^ach joint as eing he .d by one pin and
the line of action of the forces acting along the o liter line of

the pieces composing the members. See Plate I. By placing R no
that the center* line passes through A.. .A, the point whe^e the mast
should be supported, the points A... A did not oome ove^ the support,
as R was so oblique, See Figure 7. This caused the moment arm
of the end of the jib to become greater than was first intended
so I changed the position of R so that the end of the center
line came directly under the poin 4'. A... A. as shown in Figure 6.
The lightest weight channels were chosen rather than smaller
ann heavier ones, as the broad channels make a better a pearance
than smaller ones of cau^l strength. The l-ngthsof the mer.bers
were figured accurately f^oi . the intersection of the cen J.e^ lines
except at the joint between K and R which was calculated from the
intersection of the center line R . and the lowe^ ^dge of K, for
reason^ given before. I now determined the real lengths that the
hrarv-s should be cut and the sha^oe of the ends by the following
method. I laid off very carefully the entire i^lan of the center
lines of the crane to a reduced scale, seeing that all dimensions
check ed with the calculat ions . These lines at the intersections
gave the relative positions of trie members. Then I laid off care-
fully to full scale the exact widths of the channels to be used
on each of their center lin^s. The intersections of the edges of
the channels laid off gave the exact form of the joint to .full scale.
From this fi aire I measured carefully the fo^m of the ends of the
members also the amount to be taKen from the calculated values to
get the lengths which the pieces should be Cut. I now designed
each joint to full scale in order to .ore accurately obtain a
strong and good looking joint.
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HOISTING GEARING.
Efficiency.
Before designing the hoisting machinery it is essesntial
to know something about what efficiency the apparatus will have.
In order to do this something must be decided upon as to the size
and arrangement of the parts. Let Figure 8, represent roughly
the arrangement of the mechanism. I, II, III, ans IV are chain
sheaves and V is the hoisting windless. When the load is raised the
chain passes over II, III, IV and in wound on the drum, consequently
the movement of these parts causes friction' and absorbs some of
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the worK applied at the oranfc
.
From Professor Goodenough ' 8 notes on Mechanic:; of Machinery
page 25 and 48,1 obtained the following efficiencies.
Effioiency of fixed ohain pulley.
Are of contact 180° efficiency .958.
o
" » " 90 " .964.
Efficiency of hoisting drum and winches from .90 to .97.
P"ora this I considered that the different parts of the hoisting
apparatus would have efficiencies as follows :-
Sheave 1 I an efficiency of .95.
III !• M » .96.
IV » " « .96.
Hoisting windless an efficiency of .90.
Then the entire efficiency of the apparatus would, be
.95 X .96 K .96 X-.90 ~ .788. For use in the design, I consider-
ed the efficiency to be 75 per cent.
The maximum load to be lifted is 6000 pounds, this gives a
load of 3000 poinds acting on each side of the chain supioorting
the load. Then the power applied at the cranks must be sufficient
to pull 3000 pounds on the hoisting chain and to over come the
friction, or the sane as to pull 3000 -r .75 - 4000 pounds.
The following notes regarding hoisting drums are taken from
Professor Goodenough ' s"Not or on Mechanics of Machinery" and
originally from "Des Ing^nieures Taschenbueh.
"
"HOISTING BY HAND POWER".
"Number of workmen 1,2, or 4; force applied by each workman,
15 kg (33 lbs. ) for an eight hour working period. Crank velocity
0.8 to 1.0 Metres (2 1/4 to 3 1/4 ft.) per second. Crank arm 3$
to 40 cm. (14 to 16 inches) long; the cranK shaft should be about
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3 l/4 from the floor*. Pairs o gears in reducing train 2, at
most 3; if greater reduction i« needed a block and tackle in inter-
posed between drum and load . Greatest single reduction 1:8. The
reduction bewteen crank and drum is to be so designed as to gitoe
gears of maxi. ;um d iameters. The gear train should be arranged bo
that one cr more pairs may be thrown out in order that light loads
may be .lifted at highest speed."
"The smallest number of teeth in gear or pinion = 10; the
pitch is determined from the pressure between teeth; breadth of
tooth = pitchX 2. The efficiency of each pair of train is about
0.92, taking account of tooth and journal friction. The speed
of the load may be 0.10 to 0.35 metres (4 to 14 inches) per second."
From the above the following conclusions are draw:: In this
case one ..an will not continue to work at the hand.e very long, then
it is safe to consider that one nan can exe^t a pressure of 35
pounds on the cranK handles. Let the greatest number of workmen = 2,
and let there be a crank for each workman. Let the crank radius
= 16 inches a:;d let the revolutions per minute of the crank = 20.
Then the velocity of the crank handles will be
5.1416X2 X 16 x 20 - 2.79 ft. per second.
60 X 12
The power exerted per minute on the cranks is
2 X16 A3. 1416 X 2 X 35 X 20 « 11738 ft. lbs.
12
The maximum resistance due to load and friction is equal to
a pull of 4000 lbs. on the circumference of the hoisting drum.
Then to wind in one foot of chain on the hoisting drum per minute
requires 4000 ft. lbs work, but 11732 ft lbs., of work pe-- minute
can be done at the cranfe. Then the number of feet of chain that
can be wound on the drum p&r minute = 11732 = 2,933 feet.
4000

Lot the oirournferenoe of the drw.i equal 4 feet and the dianoter Is
4 x 18 - 15 36
W
« Tne revolutions per minute of the d-^un -
3.1416
2 .9 'At - 0.75525. Thn revolutions per pinrute of the crank = 20.
Then the veloeitv ratio between f<he crank and drum = 20 - 07 of
0.73X25
With this velocity it will require two pairs of gear wheels.
Referring to Plate IV , the wheel Al turns with the drum
,
wheels A3 and A3 turn together and pinion A4 burns with the cranes.
Let x± = R.P.M. of wheel Al and drum.
" Xg = " » " A2 and A3
" X3
= "-
-
»
M A4 and oranks
Let a =s number of teeth in Al
II 'b — »' H H A J>
H q — 11 ti 11 »
M — II II || ll £4
Then XT = 1 and f- - !Al to Ao d
and
X2 X3 _ a c
xj - Fb x a-
Therefore ^ = § x | =o77f§Sg - 27.2
Make the reduction between Al ana A2 = 5 or - = 5
X b
Then
^| = 5 x |« 27.2
§ = - 5 . 45
Therefore £ - 5 x 5.45
xl
Let b = 15, and d = 12
Then |=4_= 5
i - tj
a = 15 x 5 = 75 and
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a - is - 5 - 4S
a. 12 X 5.45 a 66.
Thus the number of teeth in each wheel is determiner!.
a a 75 number of teeth for wheel Al.
fb~ 15 " " . » " A2
.
e - 66 " " " " " A3
cl = 12 " w " " " A4.
By choosing the proper pitch so an to give a faoe of the
footh 2. to 3 tines the circular pitch and of sufficient strength,
obtained the following dimensions for the wheels.
Fheel Circular pitch Face Diameter
inches inches. inches.
Al 1.25 3 29.84
A2 1.2$ 3 5.971
A3 .75 2 15.756
A4 .75 2 2.865
Several trials were made before these results were
obtained. Some difficulty was experienced in obtaining the
proi:er sized wheels, so that A3 would not cone in contact with
the drum.
In order that there may be a change in the speed of
hoisting, a second pair of wheels must be thrown in the place
of one pair of the wheels. Let this pair of wheels be thrown in,
in place of wheels A3 and A4. This pair of wheels must worK
on the same shafts, with A3 and A4, therefore, they must have
the same distances between centers.
Let this extra pair of gears be Known as A5 and A6. The
wheel A6 is located on the same shaft with A4,and A5 is placed
on the sane shaft with A3. The distance between the cdJitevp,
isf-ftS - fx:^c~7r4 tW^>T~s : = =—ff

X
3. 07 9of as and A4 = 9.31 . The velocity ratio of ai and a^
*1
and when A5 and A6 are thrown in the velocity ratio should be about
one half of 27.2 or 15.6.
Let X 5 and Xe - respectively the - R.p.M. : of A5 and A6.
X
Then
an I
but —
therefore
i R P 7
Then
Then
~ - 1^.6
Xl
Xf? Xp
y- X
-f « 13 .
6
A 5 Xl
= 5 and. -- x 5 = 15.6
7 1
X5
.7 or the reduction between X
g
and X6
Let fi c = number of teeth of A55
» d6 - AG
b
Let r_ = radius of A5
A6
_5 _ ~5
**S d6
2.7
.31 ( 1 )
~5
_ 2.7
r
5
= r6 x 2 - 7
r5 - 2.7 r6 - (2)
Subtract (2) from (1)
3.7r6 = 9.31
'hen
Therefore
r6 = 2.52
rg = 9.3l" - 2.52" = 6.79"
The diameter of A5 = 6.79" x 2 == 13.58

1 91,J
It tt
The diameter of A6 = 2. 53 x ?. 5.04"
But wo have not yet determined the pitch of these wheels
which is liable to change the diameter Riightly. Give each wheel
a oiroular pitch of 3/4 inches; multiply the dianeter found by 4/3
to change then to the diameters of wheels of 1 inch circular
pitoh having the sr. ;e number of teeth. On page 889 in Kent is a
table giving f'he diameters of spur wheels from 10 to .00 teeth
of 1 inch circular pitch. Find: the paiirof v.rheels that gives the
closest . values to the diameters found and chr^nge then. bacK to
gear wheels having 3/4 inch circular pitch by multiplying by 3/4.
The following is the calculation according to the above
method.
13.58" x 4/3 - 18.104 - dia..of A5if circular pitch was 1 inch.. •
5.04 X 4/3 = 6.72 a " » A6 " " » " " "
»
A wheel of 57 teeth 1 inch circular pitch has a diameter of 18.144
n
if tf i» 22 tt ff it it tt tf if tf if 6.685
18. 144" x 3/4 = 13.608*'
6.685" x 3/4 = 5.013"
Then the diameter of the pitch circules of gear wheels A5 and A6
equals 13.608 and 5.013 respectively.
The radius of A5 = 6.804
" M " A6 m ^.506.
Then the distance between centers of A5 and - 6.809 + 2.5165 =
9.3?,"
.
The following is a table of dimensions of all the gear
wheels in the hoisting wiiidless.

ITTx / 6
FlGURL II.
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Gear wheel No. of teeth Diameter Face circular Diaraetial
of pit oh inches, pitoh pitch,
circle Inches,
inches
.
a:.
•
3 75 29.84 3 11/4 2.5133
A3 SG 15.756 3 1 1/4 2.5133
A2 15 5.971 2 3/4 4.1888
A4 12 2.865 2 3/4 4.1888
A 5 57 13.608 1 3/4 3/4 4.1888
A6 21 5.013 1 3/4 3/4 4.1888
THE PRICTIONAL SAFETY RATCHET.
Reference, towne on Cranes.
" Although somewhat oomplicated to describe, the action of
this machine is exceedingly simple and absolutely reliable under
all conditions." The safety frictional ratchet I have designed
is a modification of the form here described but the action is
the same and the description will serve to establish the principles
involved
.
In Figure 9, "A is a primary shaft of a hoist,D a spur pin-
ion carried by said shaft and gearing into a proper spur wheel upon
the second shaft. C is a ratchet wheel having teeth on its per-
iphery which engage with an ordinary pawl pivoted to the frame
of the machine thereby prevent ing its rotation except in one dir-
ection. E is a collar screwed and pinned fast to the shaft A so
that it rotates with it, and R a similar collar at the opposite
side. The collar E has a helix formed upon its side which adjoins
the pinion D, and the hub of the latter has a corresponding helix,
so that the two when in coincidence appear as shown in the figure.
F consists of a set of brass friction discs, the discs being alter-
nately attached to the simr pinion and the ratchet wheel.

IJre pinion J) and th • ratohet c are loose upon the nhaft A. Assum-
ing that to effect hoisting the nhaft a must be revolved so "hat
its upper surface moves toward the eye, in which cane the resist-
ance due to the load tends to retard or hold backthe pinion D,the
shoulder upon the collar E, as the latter revolves with the shaft A,
will novo away from the corresponding Khoijlder upon the hub of
the pinion D, the effect of which is to cause the two helics to
to mount upon each other thereby pushing the pinion D to the right
upon the shaft and forcing it into frictional engagement with the
rqtchet wheel C. The latter being supported'" by the fixed collar
B,the several parts are thus locked together and will thereupon
rotate simultaneously , the teeth of the ratchet C being inclined so
as to permit of motion in this direction. If at any time the
rotation of the shaft A be discontinued the pressure due to the
load will tend to rotate the pinion T) backwards, but all the
parts being locked together, as already, explained, backward
motion is prevented by the action of the ratohet wheel C and the
load will thus remain suspended,"
"When it is desired to effect lowering, the shaft A must be
positively rotated backwards, the effect of which will be to
relax the longitudinal engagement of the several parts by the
rotation of the collar E, the helix upon which will thus move
"orv/arl into coincidence with the corresponding helix on the hub
of the pinion I). As soon as this movement of the collar E is
sufficient to relax the longitudinal pressure, the pull of the
load will cause the pinion D to follow the rotation of the shaft
and to over take the collar E, thereby again applying the long-
itudinal pressure unless the continued backward motion of the shaft
again releases it. Thin alternate releasing and re^engagement
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will then oontinue no .long a.s the shaft is revolved bad- ward.
Tlv 1 safety friction ratchet as shown In Figure 9, Is not
veil adapted in this form to suit the conditions required in the
present designs The best place to put the device Is on the shaft
with the pinion A2 as previously mentioned. Thin pinion should be
on the outside of the bracket supporting the shaft, but if both
the ratchet and pinion were set outside it would not look well,
and there is not room enough for both of then between the brackets
This can better be seen in Plate IV. In order to make this
arrangement it is necessary to connect the pinion and friction
discs by means of a sleeve which fits over the main shaft and
passes through the bearing of the bracket supporting the shaft.
Instead of a spiral collar, I have threaded the shaft and sleefe
with square threads. This method gives a positive release of the
discs as well as a positive action in the oppoSiite direction,
thus for backward motion the lowering of the load is sure to be
steady as the discs can in to way fail to open. In order to pre-
vent too great a thrust on the sleeve or tension in the shaft for
maximum it is necessary to give the threads tripple pitch. See
Figure 10.
The following are the mathemat ical principlaes and calcul-
tions of the safety frictional ratchet. When the shaft is rotated
so that upper surface of pinion is moving from the eye, Figure 10,
the threads push the sleeve toward the right, thus the discs become
engaged, and the pinion rotates in the same way as in the previous
example. The friction between the discs is caused by thei^ being
pressed together or the thrust of the sleeve. The thrust of the
sleeve is proportional to the load on the teeth of the pinion and
pitch of the threads . The maximum load on the teeth of the pinion
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is about 2000 lbs. Diameter of pitch circle or pinion 5.96 .
Diameter of shaft = 2 in.depth of threads - 0.2 in. Then mean
diameter of thread 1.8 in.
Then the i laxiraum tangential load on the threads ~
W 8000 x 2.98 ^gggg lbQ
»
"
Length of mean circumference of thread - 3.1416 x 1.8 in.
In one turn of the s^ft a point on the shaft Will tend to advance
1.2 in. as the thickness of one thread is 0.2 in. See Figure 11,
Let P = the thrust on the sleeve.
Then P = WcotX
G*+ y - 3. 1416 x 1.8Cot x
T72
6622 x 3.1416 X 1.8
Therefore p == — -31204 Ids.
-i.
. ij
This gives the maximum pressure that will ever come oii the
friction discs. But in this value for P loss due to friction in
the screw has not been considered. With poor lubrication the
efficiency may run as low as 60 }->er cent, or the maximum pressure
on friction discs would he about 1870" lbs.
These discs act the same as pivots and the friction between
them can be figured by the same method. For friction of pivots
see Professor Goodenoiigh 1 s Notes on Mechanics bf Machinery, page 11
ro + ri
M = uPr-*™
r2 + rl , • - i
•
= mean radius oi disc.
P a 18700 lbs.
Let /as— .05 for coefficient of friction of brass on brass.
M =s the moment of resistance of the friction discs at the
mean radius of two rubbing surfaces in contact.

Let 12 1 es o j/2"
2
Then M - . OS x 18700 x 2.5 2337.5.
The moment of the force anting at the pitch circle whoih
M resists - 2. 98 x 2000 - 5960 lbs.
Then the number of rubbing surfaces required to resist thin
5960
moment = 23^7 = 24 say 3.
Rut for grenter safety, I made 5 rubbing surfaces, thin re-
quires 3 pans of discs alternately attached to the sleeve and
rat chet . See Plat e . VI J
.
THE TROLLEY.
The trolley travells on the jib see Plate II, v;hich r jhows
its construction. In oder to design the mechanism to move the
trolley when loaded it is necessary to know about what force will
be required to do 'the work. The load is neither raised nor lowered
by the movement of the trolley, therefore the entire resistance
due to its movement is due to the frictional resistance in the
moving parts.When the trolley moves the hoisting chain runs over
the two sheaves with the trolley and the sheave in the Mock
supporting the hook. Thus there is friction in the sheaves, there
is also rolling and journal friction caused by the movement of the
four rollers.
We saw in the design of the hoisting gearing that the ef-
ficiency of the sheaves or chain pulleys, see Figure 8, is as
follows: efficiency of sheaves I and III = .36, and II = .95, or
this means that sheaves 1 and III requires .04 of the work required
to move the supported load to move the sheave and, sheave III
requires .05 of the work done on load. Then the maximum resistance
of the trolley due to friction in chain sheaves = §(- 04 + « 04 +.05)=
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3000 x .13 = 390 lbS.
From notes on rolling and axle friotion by Professor Talbot
n b
p m | + | .'
a - radius of axle - 1.125
r - " " wheels* 3
W as load on wheel = for maximum.
/** = coefficient of friction - .06
,b a .03
-
_
,1.125 Y 6060 nfi , ,03
' 6000,
_P = ( ^ X ^- X . 06 + X j 4 = 19o IDS.
Then the entire pull required to move trolley = 390 11). + 1951b.=5831
b
This force must be exerted by a "pull on the hand chain. Pqp
maximum laods on trolley considering losses due to friction in
the gearing to move the trolley it will require a pull of about
60 lbs., on the hand chain. This pull can easily be exerted by
either one or two men.
The pivots and bearings at the upper and lower end of the
mast was designed with an ample factor of safety and the principlefs
envolving their designs is simple and does not require mentioning.
The hooK is designed according to principles given in Professor
Groodenough's Notes on Mechanic" of Machinery.
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